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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. 2017 RONE Award winner. One devastating lie set
the course for Sophie Lancaster s life. Can one earth-shattering phone call change it? Jackson
Cooper certainly hopes it won t-at least not permanently. For the past twenty-one years, Sophie has
avoided coming home and now has the nerve to show her face, purely for the reading of her
grandfather s will-that thought alone is enough to have Jackson grinding his teeth in molarcracking frustration. But Grandpa Ray s final request, a life-changing challenge to save the family s
resort, pairs Jackson with this woman who makes his blood boil-in more ways than one. With
Jackson s vow to honor his dear friend and Sophie s promise to prove her worthiness to a
grandfather she barely remembers, they set off on a yearlong adventure. Can they learn to work
and live together, forging a new bond built on respect and a common goal? Can they rely on each
other without giving into their growing desires? Just as the sizzle of attraction between them heats
up, the challenge becomes a dangerous and deadly game...
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Reviews
An incredibly wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been printed in an
exceptionally easy way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this publication in which really modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr . K eysha wn Weima nn
It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son
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